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ABSTRACT

C

omparison of the structure of inductive and constitutive isoflavonoids of Fabaceae reveal a stronger
trend towards the biosynthesis of compounds endowed with more potent antioxidant properties to
characterize the former metabolic category. The function of inductive isoflavonoids should thus
defense of plant tissue against injury-stimulated oxidative burst.
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INTRODUCTION
According to their current definition
phytoalexins are antibiotic compounds generated in
plants by elicitation of latent biosynthetic routes
through infection by microorganisms (virus, bacteria,
fungi). However, comparative studies so far have
failed to provide unequivocal structure-bioactivity
relationships (Stoessl,1986). Besides abiotic agents
(nutrients, light and temperature, mechanical or
chemical aggression, genetic manipulation)
frequently elicitate identical compounds, now called
stress metabolites (Dicosmo & Towers, 1984), from
the same species (Stoessl,1985). In order to avoid a
priori association of phytoalexins or stress
metabolites with any conceivable function they are
here designated inductive substances.
It is generally assumed that inductive
substances can be elicitated in all angiosperm families
(Harborne, 1986). Nevertheless the vast majority was
registered for species of the Fabaceae. In this family
most inductive substances are flavonoids, i.e.
maintain a close biosynthetic relationship with the
major group of constitutive compounds. This was
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to be expected. Indeed it has already been show
that the formation of inductive substances does
not proceed haphazardly, but that their formation
results through a process regulated by the
activation of genes leading to accumulation of
mRNA corresponding to specific enzymes
(Stoessl,1985). Hence inductive and constitutive
substances are formed via identical precursors.
Nevertheless, the two metabolic categories are
frequently represented by different compounds,
and it was anticipated that their structural
comparison would clarify the yet uncertain function
of the so called phytoalexins in plants, or at least
in Fabaceae.

MA
TERIALS AND METHODS
MATERIALS
The data acquisition regarding to different
categories of substance structures for the
elaboration of Tables, of basic on the Chemical
Abstract service until December 2000 and, in
special cases on specific sources (Ingham, 1982;
Dewick, 1984; Brooks & Watson, 1985; Ebel, 1986;
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Bisby,1994).
Calculation of the occurrence number of
substances into was taken into account the
differences in their structures, without considering
how many times into was registered for the plant
genus.
The rate inductive isoflavonoids / constitutive
isoflavonoids (Table 1) for each structural type was
calculated by the number of occurrences (NO) of
these isoflavonoid representatives according to the
expression:
NO inductive isoflavonoid
I/C =
NO constitutive isoflavonoid
The rates prenylated inductive/ non-prenylated
inductive, prenylated constitutive/ non-prenylated
constitutive and prenylated inductive / prenylated
constitutive – isoflavonoid (Table 2) were
calculated as recorded above.
The average of oxy-substituent groups of
inductive-isoflavonoids and constitutiveisoflavonoids (Table 3) was calculated according
to the expression:
NGO =

∑NO. NGO

∑NO
___
NGO = average numbers of oxy-groups
NO = occurrences numbers
NGO = numbers of oxy-groups (2 ≤ NGO≤ 7)
The average number of free phenolic hydroxyls
per molecule (Table 4) was calculated as above:
∑NO. NOHF
NOHF =
∑NO
____
NOHF = average numbers of free phenolic hydroxyls
per molecule
NOHF = number of free phenolic hydroxyls (0 ≤
NOHF≤ 4)
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RESUL
TS AND DISCUSSION
RESULTS
Constitutive flavonoids and isoflavonoids are
widespread in Fabaceae. Nevertheless, while
phytoalexins flavonoids have been described with
extreme rarity (the reference work by Ingham (1982)
cites only one compound, the flavanone
liquiritigenin), phytoalexin isoflavonoids have been
mentioned frequently (the same reference work
registers 89 compounds, a number which
consultation of the more literature increases to 130).
Even among the five isoflavonoid subclasses strong
selectivity can the discerned, i.e. proportionally more
compounds were described as phytoalexins passing
from isoflavones (I/C proportion 0.26) via
coumestans (I/C 0.43), isoflavanones (I/C 0.56) and
isoflavans (I/C 0.59) towards pterocarpans (I/C 1,32)
(Table 1). Trends towards the preferential acquisition
of inductive, rather than constitutive, isoflavonoids
of the all five subclasses include stronger
prenylation and feebler oxygenation associated with
stronger hydroxylation.
The proportion of prenylated isoflavonoids
versus non-prenylated ones becomes gradually
larger, the stronger the trend towards formation of
inductive compounds of the pertinent isoflavonoid
subclass (variation from isoflavones to
pterocarpans PI/NI 0.27 to 0.96). The inverse
phenomenon occurs in the constitutive category
(PC/NC 0.70 to 0.23). The considerable tendency
for prenylation of inductive versus prenylated
constitutive derivatives which increases gradually
for isoflavones (PI/PC 0.13) towards pterocarpans
(PI/PC 3.43) (Table 2).
Substitution by oxy-groups in inductive
isoflavonoids, irrespective of the particular
subclass, is consistently less pronounced than in
constitutive derivatives. The extent of this trend
can be gauged by measurement of the ratios of the
average number of substituents on inductive versus
constitutive compounds (NGOI/C 0,88±0.06) (Table
3). In contrast substitution by free phenolic
hydroxyls is somewhat more conspicuous in
inductive isoflavonoids than in constitutive ones.
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